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Fine grain sand 0.0161 g @ 4.65 km/s
impacting a differentially charged target ~ ± 145V
Source: NASA, Near Earth Impact.
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Problem Overview

Q: How do the impact events connect to impact flash?

Optical Flash → Plasma Parameters → Impact Events

Measured optical spectrum
Temperature, Density, Mobility...
Mass, Velocity, Composition, Electrical Damages

Engineering: High Temperature ↔ RF ↔ electrical damages
Experiment at CCLDAS

Van de Graaff Electrostatic Dust Accelerator
Colorado Center for Lunar Dust and Atmospheric Studies
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Summary

- Potential **Polarization effect** observed in impact events at both dust accelerator and light gas gun facilities
- Impact Plasma Flash can be used as a diagnostic tool for hypervelocity impactors in space
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